Goddard opposes any aid cut which would lower standards

Professor Goddard said Saturday that the University administration opposes any administrative or financial aid policies that will change the level of student aid or fees in the manner proposed by the first year of assistant professor Paul D. Hagerty.

By DAVID GODDARD

**Superblock plenum is tonight**

The University's Superblock Plenum will meet tonight at 7 in the Ritter Recreational Center. The meeting was expected to discuss the University's plans for the Superblock, a new residence hall complex which is to be completed by the spring of 1972.

The meeting, which is open to the public, will be held in the basement of the Superblock Building. The plenum is expected to last until 9 p.m.

By BOB HOFFMAN

**GE strike set in billion-dollar deal**

The General Electric Company and the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America announced today that they have reached a tentative agreement for a new three-year contract, and that a strike of 147,000 workers is set to begin at midnight.

The agreement calls for a three-year contract with a 20 percent increase in wages and a cost-of-living adjustment for the period of the contract. The company says it will make a $2.5 billion investment in the industry over the next three years, and will hire 14,000 new workers.

The contract will go into effect on Oct. 1, 1971, and will end on Sept. 30, 1974. During the strike, the company will work 2,500 overtime hours per day for the first shift and 1,000 overtime hours per day for the second shift.

By JOAN RIENER

**Reaction favorable for student trustees**

The reaction of students to the proposal for a new student trustee position has been generally favorable. Most students believe that the position will provide a voice for student concerns in the University's decision-making process.

By CLAUDIA CONHEN

**Drexel demonstration suspended, administration agrees to negotiate**

The administration at Drexel University has agreed to negotiate with Student Affairs officers over the suspension of a sit-in by students in the administration building. The sit-in was sparked by a series of events, including the suspension of classes and the mobilization of student support.

The administration agreed to negotiate in response to the sit-in, which began after classes were suspended on Friday. The sit-in was led by students who were protesting the suspension of classes and the mobilization of student support.

By JACOB GORKIN
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PEACE CORPS AT PENN
February 2 - 6

The Peace Corps needs skilled workers, yes! But it also needs college graduates more than a year or two past positions in teaching, community development, engineering, medicine and other programs in over 50 developing nations.

For Information on openings for summer training programs

**BUSINESS / ECON - 207 R.S. & 67 M.A.'s needed**

**ENGINEERING - 400 M.A.'s & 50 B.A. s**

**MATH / SCIENCE - 90 B.S.**

**NURSING - 20 HOME EC - 40**

Contact: Former Volunteers Retreat Hall - Room 2

**WHY BUY WHEN YOU CAN SHOP AT**

**WHOLESALE SHOP**

5000 Part 7

3,000 PAIRS WIDE WALE CORDUROY BELTS ARE IN

Sizes S-XL

Wholesale Prices - All Sizes & Colors

Discounted Samples - Buyer's Sale

**DRESS**

6.50

BUTTERSCOTCH

BROWN

SADDLE

**SWEATERS**

6.50

BUFFALO SADDLE & BROWN

**TROUSERS, SHORTS**

7.75

NAVY BLUE DENIM BELLS

Large: 30 to 44 Small: 26 to 30

**ALL CLOTHES**

19.75

BUFFALO BUCKskin Latte Men's & Women's

**FISH**

6.50

**BOOTS, SHOES**

4.50

**SADDLERY**

5.50

HORSE & VELVET TACK

**INFORMATION AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION POPULATION - POLLUTION**

A WEEKEND CONFERENCE

FEBRUARY 12, 13, 14, 15

Film Festival

Seminars and Discussions

DR. ERGIE BARMAN

DR. INGRID WALDRON

DR. GEORGE POVEY

DR. THEODORE C. BYERLY

ADDRESSES TO DR. MARGARET MEAD

Sessions Will Be Free And Open To All

Pick Up Background Material And Agenda

I.A.A. OFFICE

Basement Christian Association

594-5614

---JOHN RIEDER

Local news coordinator

The Phila. Engineering Club announces a month-long Engineering Night. Engineering students are invited to attend a forum to be held at the auditorium, 1317 Girard Avenue, on the second Tuesday of every month. This is an opportunity for members to discuss topics of mutual interest.

Michael Cain, junior vice president for the program, will discuss "Automobiles and Possibilities of Telecommunication." 2 P.M. today, in the Annex.

The Pennsylvania Company for Higher Education, Inc., has announced the formation of the "Miles Scholarship." The program was established to provide financial assistance to students who plan to enter the professions of law, medicine, and the ministry. To qualify for the scholarship, applicants must meet certain academic requirements.

The program is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Company for Higher Education, Inc., and the University of Pennsylvania. For more information, contact the Pennsylvania Company for Higher Education, Inc., 1120 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107.
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On the necessity of having a language

THE language that we dedicate ourselves to is the most important of our intellectual requirements. Rather a very distant education. I know of an instance of the kind that will

problems. The language is a true road that must be traveled by the mind of the learner in order to have the opportunity to express oneself clearly. It is the language that helps us to see ourselves and others. The language is a tool that we use to express our ideas and feelings. It is the language that allows us to communicate with others. It is the language that allows us to think.
**THE WXPN**

**Introductory Meeting:**

**TUESDAY, FEB. 3 - 7:30 P.M.**

**FRANKLIN ROOM, HOUSTON HALL**

an experience in communication begins tomorrow night.

---

**Campus events**

**MONDAY, FEB. 2, 1970**
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**Students for Peace in the Middle East**

**PRESENT**

**KAMAL MANSOUR**

**NOTED ISRAELI ARAB-DRUZE JOURNALIST SPEAKING ON COEXISTENCE AND INTEGRATION OF ARABS IN ISRAEL**

**ROOM E-12 DIETRICH HALL**

**MONDAY, 7:30 P.M. TONIGHT**
Cagers edge by Cornell

Special to The Daily Pennsylvanian

No one knew for certain how the game would turn out. The Eastern Lions, who had come to the Palestra to show off their new coach, had never before met a Big Red team that was as good as they were. They were convinced they would win, but after the game, they were left with a feeling of uncertainty.

The Quakers were down by two at the end of the first half, but they came out swinging in the second half. They scored 18 points in the last 11 minutes of the game, and it was a convincing score of 9-2. It was the kind of performance that would make anyone believe in the possibility of a good team.

Quakers visit Lion's den

By MARVIN DASH

The Red and Blue's Gail Smith warned assistant varsity coach Digger Huggins after his second match of the season: "Don't take any prisoners!"

Other scores:

Penn 4, Harvard 8

Pennsylvania University of

POLITICS AND POLITICAL CHANGE

Coming: Polaroid PEACE PLANK AND EUGENE MCCARTHY

Announcing Our New PHOTOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT

Now In: Kodak Minolta

Coming: Polaroid Miyama - Seko Olympus Pen

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA BOOKSTORE

MILL SHARP

DENT, CAM. FOR. OF PENNSYLVANIA. WHO VOTED FOR THE PEACE PLANK AND EUGENE MCCARTHY TO DISCUSS

POLITICS AND POLITICAL CHANGE

FEB. 3, 1970 4:00 PM FRANKLIN ROOM 602